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SPECIAL EVENTS AND PARTNERSHIPS
LUNEDÌ AL CINEMA
Monday at the Cinema is a series of screenings dedicated to Italian contemporary
cinema, promoted in collaboration with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and
International Cooperation. All the films are shown at the IIC in Italian with
English or Italian subtitles. Free admission.

READING DANTE AT THE IIC

Several times throughout the Commedia Dante addresses the lettore with the
belief that he will be read by the futura gente – ourselves, and this we did and
shall do again with Prof. Corinna Salvadori Lonergan and read the conclusion of
the journey, the final cantica, Paradiso. Although Dante is ‘transhumanized’, his
heavenly experience is shared with us and placed in the context of our human
condition, on our earth, so small in the cosmos, and tragically ‘l’aiuola che ci fa
tanto feroci’, a threshing ground that makes us fierce. It was not intended, but the
resulting number of readings will be 33, very Dantean.
The encounters will take place in the Pavilion at the Italian Institute of Culture
on Tuesdays at 6.30pm. The explanation will be in English and the reading of the
text in Italian. We look forward to welcoming all who want to enjoy the wonder
of the Commedia, readers old and new. Don’t worry if your Italian is not perfect Dante will improve it.

III GIORNATA DEL DESIGN ITALIANO NEL MONDO
3rd Italian Design Day
The Italian Design Day in the World, an integrated promotion project launched
by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to highlight the excellence and peculiarities of
Italian design around the world, reaches its third edition. This year’s Design Day,
taking place on Wednesday 20th March, will focus on “the cities of the future”. A
special event on Italian design, organised in collaboration with MDFF, will take
place at the IIC on the day . More details in the following pages.

GIORNATA DELLA RICERCA ITALIANA NEL MONDO
Italian Research Day
Officially celebrated on 15th April (marking Leonardo Da Vinci’s birthday),
the Italian Research Day is a project organised by the Ministry of Education,
University and Research to acknowledge the relevance of scientific and
technological research work that Italian nationals conduct abroad.
More details TBA.
All events taking place at the Italian Institute of Culture are free unless otherwise
stated. In order to minimize disappointment, we strongly recommend booking your
seat in advance. Please check booking requirements in the following pages.
Please note that the programme is subject to change: up-to-date details can be found
on our website and Facebook page.

Monday 11th March - 6.30pm
Italian Institute of Culture
Booking recommended on www.iicdublino.esteri.it

Lunedì al Cinema
Visioni Sarde

Short films by young Sardinian filmmakers
In Italian with English subtitles
Sponsored by Regione Sardegna, Visioni Sarde is a collection of short films,
documentaries and avant-garde films by young Sardinian filmmakers. The five shorts
selected for our screening (Deu ti amu!, Isole, Je ne veux pas mourir, L’ultimo miracolo,
Tu ridi) show a hidden side of Sardinian culture, where traditions merge with
modernity, urban landscapes blend with rural scenery, and reality and fantasy collide.
In collaboration with Cineteca di Bologna.

Thursday 14th March - 6.30pm
Italian Institute of Culture
Booking recommended on www.iicdublino.esteri.it

Ciao amore ciao

Recital on Luigi Tenco - with Nino Racco
In Italian

Ciao amore ciao was the last song and the “suicide note” of the legendary singersongwriter Luigi Tenco, who took his own life in 1967, shortly after performing at the
Sanremo Festival. Tenco subsequently became an icon of love and despair and his
artistic legacy lives on to these days. The actor Nino Racco incorporates music and
storytelling in his homage to the songwriter, focusing on Tenco’s struggles and on
his human and artistic tragedy. In collaboration with TCD Italian Society and UCD
Foundation for Italian Studies.
Wednesday 20th March - 6.30pm
Italian Institute of Culture
Booking recommended on www.iicdublino.esteri.it

Italian Design Day

Italian design: five perspectives

In collaboration with Milano Design Film Festival
In Italian with English subtitles
The Italian Institute, in collaboration with Milano Design Film Festival, presents
L’Eredità dei Maestri. This series of short films and documentaries, selected from the
archive of MDFF and screened in Italian with English subtitles, celebrates the talent
of five ‘masters’ of Italian design: Gillo Dorfles, Alessandro Mendini, Tobia Scarpa,
Marco Guazzini and Giacomo Moor. Introduction by Silvia Robertazzi, Director of
MDFF. Sponsored by Darta Saving Life Assurance.

Thursday 21st March - 6.30pm
Italian Institute of Culture
Booking recommended on www.iicdublino.esteri.it

World Poetry Day

Poetare e cantare sono sinonimi
With Marco Ramelli and Antonio Cascelli
More details TBA

Poetry reaffirms our common humanity by revealing to us that individuals, everywhere
in the world, share the same questions and feelings. Poetry is the mainstay of oral
tradition and can communicate the innermost values of diverse cultures. For this
reason, a decision to proclaim 21 March as World Poetry Day was adopted during
UNESCO’s 30th session, held in Paris in 1999. In occasion of World Poetry Day 2019,
the IIC will host a night of music and poetry reading with guitarist Marco Ramelli,
musicologist Antonio Cascelli and many other special guests. More details TBA.
Monday 25th March - 6.30pm
Italian Institute of Culture
Booking recommended on www.iicdublino.esteri.it

Lunedì al Cinema

Acqua e zucchero - Carlo Di Palma: i colori della vita
Directed by Fariborz Kamkari, 2016
In Italian with English subtitles
Cinema’s magic is the running theme of this warm documentary about the life and
works of visionary cinematographer Carlo Di Palma, whose working maxim was “la
luce, la luce, la luce” (light, light, light). Di Palma collaborated with directors such as
Michelangelo Antonioni and Woody Allen: his innovations in colour with Antonioni’s
Red Desert and Blow-Up, set him apart as a genius of the medium. Director Fariborz
Kamkari threads together stunning excerpts from the films with interviews. The result
is a glorious celebration of a humanist and an engaged artist of uncommon talent.
Wednesday 27th March - 6.30pm
Italian Institute of Culture
Booking recommended on www.iicdublino.esteri.it

How much of Pompeii is Pompeii?

Restoration, musealization, and reception
of the Vesuvian City
Lecture by Gabriella Cianciolo - In English

Buried by the eruption of Vesuvius in 79 AD and later brought back to light, Pompeii
is not only the world’s most complete surviving ancient city, but is also constituted of
the overlapping of a large number of restorations, reconstructions, and museological
reconfigurations carried out from 1748 to the present. Using a variety of examples,
architectural historian Gabriella Cianciolo will discuss the restoration, musealization,
and reception history of Pompeii, focusing particularly on questions of heritage
preservation and architectural innovation.

Thursday 4th April - 6.30pm
Italian Institute of Culture
Booking recommended on www.iicdublino.esteri.it

Lia Levi

Questa sera è già domani
In English and Italian

Lia Levi, born in Pisa in 1931 to a Jewish family of Piedmontese origins, is a
journalist, founder of the magazine Shalom and author of several works of fiction
largely dedicated to Jewish history and themes. Her novels provide insight into
the trials and tragedies facing Italian Jews during the 20th century as well as
documentation of their great contributions to the development of Italian civilization.
From her writing, Levi’s readers gain a truer emotional and intellectual understanding
of the past.
Monday 8th April - 6.30pm
Italian Institute of Culture
Booking recommended on www.iicdublino.esteri.it

Lunedì al Cinema

Italo
Directed by Alessia Scarso, 2014
In Italian with English subtitles
Italo, a stray dog, befriends Meno, a young boy from the Sicilian village of Scicli who
is living a lonely childhood after his mother’s death. Unfortunately the boy’s father
Antonio, Mayor of Scicli, has a zero-tolerance policy on stray dogs in town. While
Antonio is stuck between trying to find a connection with his son and overcoming grief
by diving straight into his work, Italo wreaks havoc in the streets of Scicli and ends up
facilitating unexpected changes in the lives of locals. Based on a true story.

Tuesday 9th April - 6.30pm
Italian Institute of Culture
Booking recommended on www.iicdublino.esteri.it

Italian Research Day

Everyday Chemistry

with Thorfinnur Gunnlaugsson
In English
Why is chemistry so relevant in our daily life? What are the most challenging
opportunities of today’s chemistry? What are young and promising Italian researchers
doing in Dublin under the guidance of Professor Thorfinnur Gunnlaugsson?
Prof. Gunnlaugsson is the principal investigator of the TG Supramolecular and
Medicinal Chemistry Research Group, based in the School of Chemistry of Trinity
College Dublin, which is at the cutting edge of research into supramolecular
structures, sensor design and materials development.

Friday 12th April - 6.30pm
Italian Institute of Culture
Booking recommended on www.iicdublino.esteri.it

Places and spaces in women’s writing
with Simona Storchi and Sharon Wood
Chaired by Ursula Fanning (UCD)
In English and Italian
Simona Storchi and Sharon Wood (University of Leicester) discuss the Festschrift for
Professor Wood Women and the Public Sphere in Modern and Contemporary Italy,
which looks at the multifaceted relationship between women and the public sphere
from the mid-19th to the early 21st century through the lens of space and place studies,
and gender and queer studies to name but a few of the approaches. The event will be
chaired by Ursula Fanning (UCD).

Thursday 25th April - 6.30pm
Italian Institute of Culture
Booking recommended on www.iicdublino.esteri.it

La più bella del mondo

Reasons to fall in love with the Italian language
with Stefano Jossa - In English and Italian
Introduced by Enrica Maria Ferrara (UCD)
In his book La più bella del mondo Stefano Jossa tells stories about rhymes, invented
languages, impossible riddles, poets in Sanremo and meeting Dante for lunch. Through
these stories, the readers can discover how much they truly love the Italian language,
its structures, the way it evolved and adapted through the centuries and - above all its literature, which is what makes Italian a ‘living being’.
Stefano Jossa is a literary critic and lecturer at the Royal Holloway, University of
London.
Monday 29th April - 6.30pm
Italian Institute of Culture
Booking recommended on www.iicdublino.esteri.it

Lunedì al Cinema

La mossa del pinguino
Directed by Claudio Amendola, 2013
In Italian with English subtitles
Two precarious workers, a pensioner, and an old bully discover the sport of curling by
chance and decide to compete at the 2006 Winter Olympics held in Turin, in which
Italy automatically has a qualified team being the host country. Despite being highly
motivated, the four friends have little experience and their training methods are
unrefined to say the least; moreover, their families strongly disapprove of their new
project. The Olympics will change their lives in unexpected ways.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

DAY
11/03
12/03
14/03
20/03
21/03
25/03
27/03
02/02
04/02
08/04
09/04
10/04
12/04
16/04
25/04

TIME
6.30pm
6.30pm
6.30pm
6.30pm
6.30pm
6.30pm
6.30pm
6.30pm
6.30pm
6.30pm
6.30pm
6.30pm
6.30pm
6.30pm
6.30pm

PLACE
IIC
IIC
IIC
IIC
IIC
IIC
IIC
IIC
IIC
IIC
IIC
IIC
IIC
IIC
IIC

29/04
30/04

6.30pm
6.30pm

IIC
IIC

EVENT
Lunedì al Cinema: Visioni sarde
Reading Dante at the IIC: Paradiso
Ciao amore ciao - with Nino Racco
Italian Design Day - Five perspectives
World Poetry Day - music and poetry
Lunedì al Cinema: Acqua e zucchero
Lecture on Pompeii by Gabriella Cianciolo
Reading Dante at the IIC: Paradiso
Lia Levi: Questa sera è già domani
Lunedì al Cinema: Italo
Italian Research Day - Everyday Chemistry
Lecture on Melfi CANCELLED
Places and spaces in women’s writing
Reading Dante at the IIC: Paradiso
Stefano Jossa: La più bella del mondo
Lunedì al Cinema: La mossa del pinguino
Reading Dante at the IIC: Paradiso

Reading Dante at the IIC - Paradiso
The Italian Institute of Culture is delighted to announce
the new season of the series “Reading Dante at the IIC” with
Corinna Salvadori Lonergan. All readings begin at 6.30pm.
The calendar for the upcoming months is the following:
12/03: 7th Heaven: Benedict; 8th Heaven: triumph of Christ (XXI-XXIII)
02/04: Peter, James, John and the theological virtues (XXIV-XXVI)
16/04: 9th Heaven; Beatrice’s condemnation of greed (XXVII-XXX)
30/04: Empyrean; Dante’s ‘homecoming’ and vision (XXXI-XXXIII)
[Lithograph by Liam Ó Broin]

Details subject to change. Please check our website and Facebook page for updates.

Vi aspettiamo!

Special thanks to

11 Fitzwilliam Square East, Dublin 2 D02 KN81
+353 (1) 662 0509 / 662 1507
iicdublino@esteri.it
www.iicdublino.esteri.it

